
ON THE STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE LOCAL RINGS

MASAYOSHI NAGATA

The concept of a local ring was introduced by Krull [2],0 ) who defined it

as a Noetherian ring R (we say that a commutative ring R is Noetherian if

every ideal in R has a finite basis and if R contains the identity) which has

only one maximal ideal rri. If the powers of m are defined as a system of neigh-

bourhoods of zero, then R becomes a topological ring satisfying the first axiom

of countability, And the notion was studied recently by C. Chevalley and I. S.

Cohen. Cohen [Ί] proved the structure theorem for complete rings besides other

properties of local rings.

Γlic ϊudlίi • ',\Q':cr of fhe present paper is to show that the structure theorem

hold'5 'V 1 ' α ^ ;Jiof/ΰ £ ^jmί-'vh^i weaker condition for local rings In the sense

of I'li. Y<FΆ'::V {• f\ ί-βfinit.ou I).

\f7λ;"itιb {') shows soπ'.fc other properties of local rings they may be con-

ΪKI-<~'S c ^ .UΓ'K/ΊS-VΓΛ of Lemma 1 and Theorems 4, 7 and 8 in Part I, P J .

FLU \Wi* , ,p\ rπV -s {2- is to shew an example of non-Noetherian local ring whose

rαa/ir *.:,'< >1Λ, 1 ΐu.^ n ίiαΐio basis ίαon-Noetheriaπ generalized local ring in the

sense of Cohen [ l ] ) β

As for terminology, a ring means, throughout this paper, a commutative ring

with identity. Under a subrίng we mean a subring having the same identity

element

DEFINITION L A local ring R is a ring in which (1) the set m of non-units

form an ideal and (2) f\ mΛ = (0).
?ι=l

in any local ring R a topology can be introduced by taking ideals m, m2, . . .

to be neighbourhoods of zero. This is the natural topology of a local ring,

DEFINITION 2. An absolutely unramified local ring is a local ring with the

maximal ideal (p) where p is zero or a prime number.

DEFINITION 3. If R and R' are two local rings such as (1) R is a subring

of RF and (2) non-units in R are non-units in /?', then we say that R is a special

subring of R\

LEMMA L Any local ring contains at least one absolutely unramified local
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ring as a special subring.

Proof. The special subring which is generated by the identity is an abso-

lutely unramified local ring.

LEMMA 2. If a local ring Ro with the maximal ideal xR0 is a special subring

of a local ring R, then Ro is a subspace of R.

Proof. We can prove this by the same way as the proof of Theorem 6, [1]

From now on, we shall denote by m the maximal ideal in a local ring R+

The maximal ideal in an absolutely unramified local ring is denoted by (p), p

being 0 or a prime number.

PROPOSITION l.n Let R be a complete local ring and Ro an absolutely un-

ramified local ring which is a special subring of R. If a* of R/m is separably

algebraic or transcendental over R0/(P), then R contains an absolutely unrami-

fied local ring Ro' such as RQ E Ro' and Ro'/iP) = R/(P) •((**). [3, Proposition 3̂

§IΠ] [1, P. 73]

Proof. When #* is transcendental over Ro/(p) the assertion is evident. If

α* is separably algebraic over R0/(p)9 let F*(z) = zn -f a\*zn~ι -f . . . + tf«* be

an irreducible polynomial over Ro/(p) such that F*(α*) = 0. Then dF*/dz(a*}

# 0. Let en be representatives of #,* in Ro and put F(z) = zn + #iZw~J . , . + « « ,

We have F(0) = 0(m) and dF/dz(θ) Φ 0(m) for any 0 e * * . dF/dz(θ) has an

inverse in i?, say α(^).

If we set θ* = θ -a(θ)F(θ)9 we have fcEβ* and F(ff ) = F(β)

- a(θ)F(θ)dF/dz(θ) = 0 (mod. (F(0)2)).

Therefore we can construct a convergent sequence (0«) such that 0« e α*»

F(0n) e mΛ. Let C be its limit. Then F(C) = 0 and the special subring gene-

rated by Ro and ζ is the required ring.

By Proposition 1 and Zorn's Lemma, we have: " Let /?bea complete local

ring. If R/m is of characteristic zero, R contains a field Ko which form a com-

plete set of representatives of R modulo m. Moreover, if K is a field contained

in R as a subring, then we can take Ko such as Ko ϋ K".

Now, we consider the case R/m of characteristic p # 0 (R being also com-

plete)

DEFINITION 4. If 5* EΞ Λ/m, a multiplicative representative of £* is an" ele-

ment b in R such as b&b* and & has a ^-th root in R for every positive integer

k> [4, p. 154]; the terminology will be justified in Lemma 4.

J) This can be proved also by HenseΓs Lemma. HenseΓs Lemma holds for complete local

rings (cf. Proposition 5, Appendix (1)).
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LEMMA 3. Let K be the maximal perfect field contained in R/m. Then every

element of K has one and only one multiplicative representative. [4, p. 154]

(The notation K will be used below as the same).

Proof. Let b* be an element of K. Let bn

f be an element of b*ιιpn. Then

the sequence (bn) = (bnpn) is convergent. For, if a-=b (mod. mΛ), a = b -f c,

c e mh

9 then ap = #> + ££*-Jc + . . . + £ * = £ (mod. mΛ + J), and therefore £„

= ftn^
w = b'plγ = δ n + 1 (mod. tn*). Let b be its limit. Then b is a multiplicative

representative of 6*. On the other hand if bf is a multiplicative representative

of b*9 V is the limit of the sequence {{b'ιιpn)pn). Hence b - V.

LEMME 4. Let # and b be the multiplicative representatives of a* and 5* of

K respectively. Then ab is the multiplicative representative of a*b*.> [4, p. 154]

Proof. Trivial.

LEMMA 5. We can define polynomials ho(x>y),hi(x9y),. . . whose cceficienrs

are rational integers such as

xP
n + yP

n = h/1 4- phfn'1 + . . . + ί*-1*^ + ί"ft« , (w = 0,1,. . . ) .

[4, p. 156]

Proof. Let ho{x9y) = x + y. Assume further that ho, . . . ,hn-i are defined

xp
n + y>* = hoix^y*)*""1 + . . . + pn-ιhn-i{xp,yp) . On the other hand, hi(x,y)p

= hi{xp

9y
p) (mod.p) (ί = 1,2,. . . ,Λ - 1), whence pΊuix.y)^'' Ξ ^ A / ^ y ) ^ " 1 " '

(mod. i!>w) (ί = 1,2,. . , , w - l ) . Therefore ^ n + y>n - Σί 'Ά,^"" ' = 0 (mod. ̂ w )
0

Σ
t -0

« —1

we can define few by ΛΛ = ( ^ n + j ^ n — 'ΣP'hf^/p" . Now the lemma is proved

by induction.

LEMMA 6. Let a* and 6* be two element of K with multiplicative represen-

tatives a and £ respectively. Let cn*(a9b) be an element with multiplicative

representative cn(a,b) such as cn*
pn - hn{a*,b*) with hi in Lemma 5. Then

a + δ = Σ *»(a, ^)i>M. C4, P. 156]

P/ΌO/*. We can write apk + ^ Λ = S^ ' fe ίβ, *)**" ' . On the other hand fe(β, ̂ )

= a(a,b)pi (mod.p), and therefore fe(β,£)**"' = a{a9b)^ ( m o d . / + w ) . Since

C{(a9b) is the multiplicative representative of hi(a*.b*)1/pn, Ci(a9b)pk is the mul-

tiplicative representative of hi(a*pk

9b*pkyιpn. Therefore a** + b**

ΞE ̂ paia^.b^) (mod. £* + J ) , i.e., α + 6 = *ΣPci(a,b) (mod. ^ + J ) for any two
«=0 i=0

«*, £* e Λ'. Hence β + b = YiPncn(a9 b).
«=0
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Note: If [TΓ] is the set of multiplicative representatives of K, we can con-

struct, by virtue of this lemma, a ring R' = {^anp
n; an e \K\\\ Rr is an ab-

v.n=0 •>

soluteίy unramified local ring of characteristic 0, and furthermore, Rf is comp-

lete and the special subring R" generated by [if] in R is a homomorphic image

of R', where R" is of characteristic pn(* 0) otherwise, the completion of R"

is Rf: i.e., the completion R" of R" is a special subring of R and a homomorphic

image of R'.

DEFINITION 5β A ^-basis of i?/m is a set M of elements in R/m such that

C4, p. 158]:

(1) [/?/m(0i*J/Λ. . . 5ar-
n/p) : 2?/m] = i>r for any r and for any r distinct

elements as*9. . . , # r * £= M9

(2) (/?/m)p(ΛΓ) -R/m.
(Existence of M can be proved by Zorn's Lemma),

Let 9ft be a system of representatives of p-basis M of R/m. Since Mis a

transcendental basis of R/m over K, the special subring i?0 generated by R" and

9J<! is an absolutely unramified local ring and Ro/(p) = i?/m. Furthermore, i?α

is a homomorphic image of the ring e> of quotients of pR'[$)V\ with respect to

R'[ffi}?' and the completion Ro of /?0 is again an absolutely unramified local

ring and a special subring of R» Thus we have

PROPOSITION 2. Let i? be a complete local with maximal ideal Then R con-

tains a complete, absolutely unramified local ring Ro such that R0/(p) = /?/m.

Therefore i? is a homomorphic image of the ring of power series RΌ{(XX λ e A)}

in indeterminates ΛΓλ?̂  e A with coefficients in i?θ9 where {xχ,λ e .1} is a basis

of the maximal ideal m of i?β [1, Theorems 9, 11 and 12]

COROLLARY. If the maximal ideal of a complete local ring R has a finite

basis, then R is Noetherian. [1, Theorem 3]

Proof. This follows immediately from our proposition and Lemma 8, § 11,

C3].

Furthermore, if we observe the fact that any absolutely unramified local ring

of characteristic 0 is a valuation ring of the field of quotients of the ring, we

have

PROPOSITION 3. An absolutely unramified local ring is a field or a valuation

ring or a homomorphic image of a valuation ring. [1, Corollary 3 to Theorem 11]

COROLLARY. A complete, absolutely unramified local ring RΌ is uniquely de-

-} As for the notion of the ring of quotients of a prime ideal, see § 1, [3],
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termineά (up to an isomorphism) when the residue field Ro/(β) and the cha-

racteristic of Ro are given.

Proof, When Ro is a field, our assertion is trivial. Therefore it is sufficient

to prove the uniqueness of such a ring R when p ^ψ 0 and the characteristic of

R is 0. If the case is so, our assertion follows from the above construction of

Ro (in the proof of Proposition 2).

APPENDIX (1)

PROPOSITION 43 )

3 Let R be a ring with the intersection m of all maximal

idealsβ Let M be a finite /t-module. Then if Mm = M, M= (0).

n

Proof. Let M = (wj, . , . , un). Then we have m = Σ <*ijUj, ctij ε m (1 ̂  i

^ w). Let d be the determinant |d, / - α/y|. Then ί/ = l (mod, m). Therefore

if is a unit in i?. On the other hand duj = 0 for each /. Therefore «/ = 0 for

each j \

COROLLARY, Let R and m be the same as above* Let M be a finite ^-mo-

dule. If N is a sub-i?-module of M such as JV+ Mm = Λf, then M = Ne [1,

Lemma 1, Part I ]

/Voo/. Let M = Λf/iV. Then M m = M and Λί is a finite /^-module. There-

fore M = (0), i.e., M^ N.

PROPOSITION 5.4) Let i? be a comolete local ring with the maximal ideal m.

Let f(z) be a polynomial of degree n in i?W- If there exist polynomials go(z)

and /&o(2) such that

(1) f(z) = go(z)ho(z) (mod. m),

(2) ^(JS) - «o2r 4- iZ!2r"J + , . . + β f , where β O φ i H , and &0(z)

is of degree not greater than n — r,

(3) Uo(*),fto(2),m) =R,

then there exist ^(2) and h(z) in /?M such as

(1) /(*) =^(2)ft(2),

(2) g(z) = ̂ o2r + a/zr~ι + . . . 4- #/, fe(2) is of degree not greater than

n - r9 and

(3) £(2) = ̂ 0(2) (mod. m)9 h(z) = fto(2) (mod. m).

3^ This holds for non-commutative rings too, iί we denote by tn the radical of R in the
sense of Jacobson, as was communicated by Prof. G. Azumaya.

4> This can be generalized for generalized semi-local rings in the sense of Nagata [5];
and further for non-commutative case. The latter was communicated to me by Prof.
G. Azumaya.
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Proof. Starting with g)(z) and ho(z), we construct two sequences (gk(z))

and (hk(z)) such as

(a) gk+i(z) =gk(z) (mod. m*+1), hk+>(z) = kk(z) (mod. mk+1)

and f(z) = gk(z)hk(z) (mod. m*), and

(b) £*(2) = ««2r + tfu2r+J + . . . + ar,k, degree of hk(z) £n - r.

It go, . . 9gk and /*o, . . . ,hk are already defined then we write

/(*) - gk(z)hk(z) = Σ */*', αr, e m*.

We can fined n(z) and s,(2) in R[z~\ such as 21' = nh0 + s/<gb (mod. m) (0

*= i ^ w). Since a0 is a unit in R, we can take n such as the degree of n < r

then the degree of Si ώ n — r.

Let gfe+i(2) = gfe(2) + Σ oc»n(z)9 hk+i(z) =
0

Then /(*) - ^+ I(«)*Λ +,(β) =/(«) - gk(z)hk(z) - gαί(rf(a;)A*(z) + Si{z)gk(z))

= 0 (mod. m^+J). The other condition in (a) and (b) are clearly satisfied.

Let g(z) and h(z) be the limits of (gk(z)) and (hk(z)) respectively, then

they are the required polynomials.

PROPOSITION 6. Let i?'be a complete local ring with maximal ideal m and

R' an integral domain containing R (from this assumption, it follows that R is

a subring of i?') If Rf is integrally dependent on R5), then the non-units in R'

form an ideal. If Rf is a finite Z?-module, then R' is a complete local ring. [19

Theorem 7]

Proof. When the first assertion is proved, the second part follows immedi-

ately from Proposition 9, Chapter II, [5]. So we will prove the first part.

By Lemma 2, Chapter II, [5], mRf 4= R'. Let m' be the radical of the ideal

mR'. We will show that m' contains all non-units in R'. Let u be a non-unit

in R'. Then there exists f(z) =zm + aιZm~ι + . . . + am, at e R, such that f(u)

= 0 where we can assume that u does not satisfy any monic equation of lower

degree. Since u is a non-unit, am is a non-unit, hence ««G m. If # r Φ m, αy

e m for m ̂  .7 > r (0 < r ^ w), /(z) = zn'r (zr + . . . + αr) (mod. m) and these

factors are relatively prime modulo m. Proposition 5 (HenseΓs Lemma) implies

that f(z) factors into monic polynomials of respective degree r and m — r. But

this implies that u satisfies a monic equation of degree lower than m9 contrary

to our assumption. Therefore aι e m, (ί = 1,2,. . . , w). This shows «m e mi?',

i.e., w e m^

LEMMA 7. Let JK* be a field contained in a Noetherian primary ring /? with

5) We say that R' is integrally dependent on R, it every element of R' satisfies a suit-
able monic equation with coefficients in R.
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maximal ideel m. If [7?/m : iΓj = μ < oo, then i? has a ϋC-basis of Λμ elements,

where λ is the length of zero-ideal in R.

Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 8, [1].

PROPOSITION 7. Let R be a complete local ring with maximal ideal m. Let

R' be a local ring with maximal ideal m' which contains R as a subring. Then

Rf is a finite i?-module if and only if i*?'/m' is a finite algebraic extension over

R/m and mi?' is a primary ideal of a finite length belonging to in'. With these

conditions are satisfied, R' is complete and has an i?-basis of λμ elements, where

μ = [#'/m': R/rtQ and λ is the length of m/?'.

P/ΌO/. It is clear that if R' is a finite i?-module, mi?' # R' and R'/mR' is

a finite i?/m-mcdule by Proposition 9, Chapter II, [5]. Then R'/mR' is a primary

ring. Since R/m is a field and R'/mR' is finite over i?/m, R'/mR' satisfies the

maximal, therefore also minimal, condition for ideels. Therefore mR! is a pri-

mary ideal having a finite length.

Conversely, if [R'/m' : R/m} - μ and n\R' is a primary ideal of length λ be-

longing to rn', R'/mR' has an R/m-basis of λμ elements, by Lemma 7. By Pro-

position 10, Chapter II, [5], Rf has an i?-basis of λμ elements. The complete-

ness of R' follows from Proposition 9, Chapter II, [5].

APPENDIX (2): An example of non-Noetherian local ring whose maximal.

ideal has a finite basis.

Let if be a field and x and y two indeternαinates. Let R be the special sub-

ring of the ring of power series K{(x,y)) which is generatated by /f[x,j'J an<3

xKlx,y)). Then:

(1) R is a local ring with the maximal ideal (χ,y)R.

Proof. Let Ui be a non-unit in R. Then there exists an unit a in R such

xiyj (mod. yR), x

(2) i? is a subspace of K{(x,y)).

Proof. Let u(^R) be an element of (*,jy)*/?((#,.y)). We will show that u

e (x,y)kR, by induction.

We can assume without loss of generality that u G iΠXy] + xK{(x,y)). Fur-

ther, we can assume that our assertion holds for k — 1, by virtue of (1) above.

Then: u = / / -f x Σ α ^ > y , / G ULCΛΓ,̂ ], ccij G if. w = tf Σ

+ Λ "̂Jy Σ α î ""*+2 + . +
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+ ^ " W f j g α/i*1'"**1) + . . . + Λ Γ / - J ( Λ Γ Σ ^ ^ - I ^ " J ) Ξ 0 (mod. (x,y)*R).

(3) R # î K̂ r,.̂ )) the completion of R is /£*((#, y)).

PTΌO/. There exists at least one element Y such as 7 ε ί ( y J and

because the ring of quotients of yK[y~] with respect to K[yl is not complete.

The else is evident.

(4) R is not Noetherian.

Proof The ideal xR does not contain xY, if F G ϋΓ((y)) and YφR. There-

fore #/? is not closed in R.
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